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Hi Brian and Maricel, 
For me expected but bad news I am now BLACKLISTED from entry back into the Philippines. I 
committed the cardinal foreigner sin some years back and became involved in politics taking a 
corrupt Mayor to the Ombudsman of the Visayas for corruption. 
I had an exceptionally well documented and proven case against this fellow, however he used his 
influence and had it junked. All blatant and sorid. 
I should have realized then I couldnt win even though I was 100% in the right. But I don’t take having 
stolen from by petty tyrants lying down and persued it all the way to heigh levels. Deterte is tight 
amigos with this guy so much so he appointed him to a top post at h Malacanang Palace as his 
advisor to the Senate. So – No chance of jetting any justice there. 
I continued my case to all the departments, Ombudsman Morales, various Senators and officials and 
made a right nuisance of myself to get it all exposed and something done. 
Now to shut me up – piss me off or whatever, I am BLACKLISTED from returning. I have done no 
crime, I am guilty of nothing but exposing corruption, theft and fraud, but as you know that is the 
normal  Filipino way of life and it has come to this. Our land holdings are now in doubt and our 
retirement plans which we have worked on for years as shot to bits. I have no recouse or channels at 
all to help as like I say it goes all the way to Deterte. The circuit members are sympathetic, but can 
not help – no way anyone wants to be involved in such a high-level fight and honestly, I cant blame 
you them as the first rule of the Circuit is – no politics. I am thinking of starting my own YT channel 
to advertise and inform anyone all about what happened to me and show just how dirty rotten and 
unscrupulous living in Cebu or the Philippines can be should you run foul of the local corrupt Mayor. 
The documents, evidence and case I have is clear cut, He is as guilty as sin, yet his high placed 
contacts have it all covered and I am blacklisted for exposing it all. Some wonderful nice place to live 
huh? Now you may get a sense of why I was so shitty on with you adamant that you had everything 
in writing, certified and legally in your names, because even then along comes this newest best 
Filipino friend and that means nothing when they want to screw you over which is exactly what 
happened to me. Dunno where to go from here, years of setting up, buying property and getting 
ready to retire have been blown out of the water. I even am told now by relatives that I am worth P 
one million – dead. Yup, he has put a bounty on me should I ever return, even if the black ban is 
lifted. How can anyone deal with that Huh? 
Cheers 

Geoff 

 

 


